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COS10003 Computer and Logic Essentials
COS10004 Computer Systems
COS30007 Creating Data Driven Mobile Application (IOS)
COS10011 Creating Web Applications
HIT2120/COS20012 Data Communications and Security
COS30008 Data Structure and Patterns
INF10002 Database Analysis and Design
SWE20001 Development Project 1 – Tools and Practices
COS20015 Fundamental of Data Management
COS30043 Interface Design and Development
HIT3002/COS30019 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence
INF10003 Introduction to Business Information Systems
COS10009 Introduction to Programming
HIT3315/COS30023 Languages in Software Development
TNE10005 Network Administration
TNE20002 Network Routing Principles
COS20007 Object Oriented Programming
COS20016 Operating System Configuration
COS10021 Problem Solving with ICT
HIT3044/ICT30005 Professional Issues in Information Technology
HIT3037/COS30016 Programming in Java
HIT3310/SWE30003 Software Architectures and Design
HIT3311/SWE30004 Software Deployment and Evolution
HIT3158/SWE40001 Software Engineering Project-A
HIT3258/SWE40002 Software Engineering Project-B
HIT3061 Software Team Project
COS20001 User Centred Design
SWE20004 Technical Software Development
INF30002 IT Project
TNE10006 Networks and Switching